MOTHERS APRON-STRINGS
anyone could go to his assistance he fell back on the pillows,
dead.
On the next day, at die King's command, the royal surgeons
conducted an autopsy. They found that * an abscess was formed
in his side, the breaking of which destroyed him/ A few days
previously the Prince had received a violent blow from a tennis-
ball, and it was generally believed that that, and not pleurisy,
was the cause of his death. Distracted Bubb Dodington, firmest
of friends and most loyal of servants, blamed the doctors: they
ought to have called c in other assistance' when they found that
they themselves could not cope with the illness. In his grief
Dodington forgot that none of the household at Leicester House
ever suspected that his master was so near death: in his own
Diary he records that only half an hour before the death took
place the Prince's pulse was normal.
Not even in die presence of death could the King forget the
terrible hatred which he had for his son; and the royal
indifference towards the burial arrangements only served to
perpetuate the scandal which their unhappy quarrel had occasioned.
To quote Bubb Dodington :
[except for die Lords appointed to hold the pall and attend the
chief mourner, and those of his own domestics] . . . there was
not one English Lord, not one Bishop, and only one Irish Lord
[Limerick], two sons of Dukes [Earl of Drumlandrig and Lord
Robert Bertie], one Baron's son [Mr Edgecumbe] and two Privy
Councillors [Sir John Rushout and myself], out of these great
bodies, to make a show of duty to a Prince, so great in rank and
expectation. While we were in the House of Lords it rained very
hard . . .; when we came into Palace Yard, the way to the Abbey
was lined with soldiers, but the managers had not afforded the
smallest covering over our heads; but by good fortune while we
were from under cover it held up. ... The service was performed
without either anthem or organ. So ended this sad day—Quern
semper acerbwn, semper honoratum.
And that was not the full measure of the royal indifference:
only as an afterthought was food and drink provided for the
mourners!
In the country e Fritz's' untimely death aroused no great
depth of sadness. One Hanoverian was very much like another;
and the majority of Englishmen found much genuine amusement
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